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The Retwine Review
The Llaza Screen system is now
available with a Zip finishing option

SPECIALS

The Zip system - allows for a tighter screen finish
especially on larger screens and when clear PVC
is used as the screen fabric. The new zip finishing
system comprises of a 5 coil zip which can be
welded or sewn to the screen material. This zip
slides into a plastic extrusion channel that fits into
the screen side channel. The zip and channel have
been designed to work together to ensure smooth
and taut travel when the screen is raised or lowered.

30m roll

We have new brochures and installation and
assembly instructions to support this new Zip
finishing – ask your AM for details.

Toptarp® Ripstop 205cm

Light Blue | PVTRLB

Denver™ Leathercloth Black 137cm

LCDBK

Toptarp® 700
Leather Grain 205cm Black
PVTT7LGBK

SP4 Eyelet and Washer packs

Did you know?
Lenzip offer a lifetime
of the garment/product
guarantee on all their zips.
Manufactured in the USA
since 1946.

Stainless Steel 500 of each
CF5PSP4PROMO

Capri Marine Flooring
Silver Grey 188cm
50m Roll. Heavy pebble grain. Used for glued down
marine floors
MGVSG

Canopy fittings
1”, 7/8” – Black, ¾” – Black and White. Available in
sets or individual pieces
CNSN_ _

Pligrip Coverfix Edging 30m Roll
L shaped aluminium edging. For finishing outside backs
and arms on furniture recovery. Backwards facing teeth
hold the fabric tight when tapped into position.
BIPG

Seat belt webbing
100% polyester seatbelt style webbing suitable for shade
sail reinforcement and general webbing application.
Black in 25mm, 38mm and 50mm. And a range of
colours in 25mm and 50mm.
WEWPYSB_ _

Tent accessories

Black vinyl range

Tee Nut Spreader Bars, Button Lock Poles, Aluminium
Twist Lock Poles, Tee Nut Poles, End Caps, Tent Pegs,
Guy Ropes and more.

We have an extensive range of different embosses and
various thicknesses.

TN_ _

*Specials are for the month of March 2020 and whilst stocks last. Prices are Trade and ex warehouses and are exclusive of GST.

